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1
IHTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of superconductivity remains as one
of the nia;Ior imsolved probleas of modern physics*

There

have been several recent notable attea^jts to esqplain su
perconductivity, for instance, the theories of Bardeen
(195o) and PrShlich (1950). However, none of these theo
ries are capable of satisfactorily predicting the tei^erature at idiich a substance will become superconducting, or
indeed whether it ever will.

It is known that certain

properties of laatter, such as the molecular volume, the
molecular mass, the nualjer of conduction electrons, the
internal magnetic field, and the crystal structiire play a
very ij^ortant, although not well understood, role in su
perconductivity. Quantitative inforaiation concerning the
effects of these factors should enable one to better under
stand this low temperature phenomenon.
In the work reported here the in^ortance of the
molecular volume and the molecular mass in superconduc
tivity was eacamined by alloying lanthantim with yttrium,
lutetius, and ytterbixim. Lanthanum and lutetium have the
same three conduction electrons; their unlikeness in
electron configuration occurring in the l|f band (being
coH^jletely era|>ty for lanthaniua and eampletely filled for
lutetim) which presumably does not participate directly
in the conduction process.

By this alloying the molecular
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volume and the molecular mass may be varied while the
nuaiber of conduction electrons per atom remains unchanged.
A similar study is possible by alloying lanthanum with
yttrium which also has three conduction electrons} however,
these are in the

and 5s bands, whereas those of lantha

num and lutetium are in the 5d and 6s bands*
(toe alloy of lanthanum and ytterbium was studied.
Ytterbium might be e^spected to have thirteen iiX electrons
since it is next to the last of the lanthanide series;
however, the divalent state with a coi^leted Itf band has
lower energy. Hence for this study one would be varying
the electron density as well as the mass and voltime.

A

structure analysis of the alloys studied was made, since
crystal structure is known to be ia^ortant in superconduc
tivity.
Lanthanum is the only known superconductor of the
four elements used for this work. At least two crystal
structia'es of lanthanum are superconducting with different
transition ten^eraturesj hence a study of these was made.
Critical field raeasiirements were performed for cubic
lanthanum.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Fundamental Theories
There exists no xmlversally accepted fundamental
theory of superconductivity. Various theories have been
proposed, but none are entirely capable of accounting for
the actual properties of superconductors.

It has been

believed that the reason for this difficulty lies in the
fact that electron-electron interactions are usually
ignored, ^e conventional treatment is to consider one
electron in a periodic potential field in order to sijscplify
the problem. Different types of Interactions which may
give rise to the onset of superconductivity have been
considered. ¥e may mention briefly some of these theories.
The first theory considering electron interactions
was proposed in 1914-7 by Heisenberg (19l|.7) who considered
the ordinary Coulorab interaction between electrons. Ac
cording to this theory this interaction produces, at low
tea!5)0rattires, a distortion of the ordinary Permi distribu
tion of electrons in momentum space such that a permanent
current would exist in a domain.

With no field applied

the entire specimen should have zero net current since
supposedly there are many domains of various orientations.
A net current would exist when the domains are at least
partially aligned as the result of an applied field. How
ever, there are several aspects of this theory idiich

k
indicate that it is at least not entirely correct. For
one thing an unpublished theorem of Bloch, discussed by
others such as Bohm {19l|.9), says that the lowest energy
state of a quantum-mechanical system in the absence of a
magnetic field can carry no current. Heisenberg argued
that this theorem applies for mcroscopic regions and need
not apply for microscopic regions such as his domains.
However, even if w© ignore this question there are other
difficulties in this theory. The permanent current density
in a domain goes to zero at absolute zero. !Hii8 would
mean that the penetration depth for thin films should
increase at high fields and low tei^eratures, which has
not been observed. The theory also predicts superconduc
tivity in all metals.
®ie next year Born and Cheng {19il.8) proposed a theory
which included the interaction of electrons with the ionic
lattice.

As a basis for this theory they used the Brillouin

zone model rather than the free electron gas model as em
ployed by Heisenberg. They found an ei??)irical rule which
indicates a correlation between superconductivity and the
lattice structure. This is that superconductors are
those substances for i^ich the Fermi sphere lies close to
a corner of a Brillouin zone. The interaction of the
electrons with the ionic lattice is appreciable only near
the boundaries of a Brillouin zone, and especially near
the corners. This theory can suggest why some materials
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are superconducting and others not. It also suggests how
the structure may influence superconductivity. However,
it is difficult to see how the actual properties of a
superconductor can be obtained from this description.
More recently, Pr5hlich (1950) proposed a theory in
volving a somewhat different type of electron interaction.
Associated with the scattering of electrons by phonons is
the absorption or emission of vibrational quanta which
gives rise to a self-energy, This interaction leads to an
effective interaction of electrons in momentxam space which
is imch smaller than the Couloiiib interaction. Prdhlich
argues that the Coulorab interaction is very important in
cohesion but plays no role in this phenomenon. If Frohlich*s effective interaction is sufficiently strong, there
will be a distribution of electrons in laoiaentm space which
is different from the normal Fermi distribution. !Hiis new
distribution is supposed to be the superconducting one,
according to Prdhlich who did a zero degree Kelvin calcula
tion. The difference in energy between this state and the
normal one is Inversely proportional to M, the isotopic
mass, fhis energy is also equal to

/Q% per unit volume,

which one can obtain by thermodynamic considerations of a
perfect diamagnetic substance. Thus H should vary as
and presumably also T^.

Later experiments, such as those

of Maxwell (1950) and Reynolds, Serin, Weight, and Hesbitt
(1950)» indicated that T^
Q is at least approximately
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proportional to

which is evidence tending to show that

the interaction investigated here is the important one#

The

condition for superconductivity according to this theory is
that Z' ny^/^{l/n = atomic voluu^, 2/ « number of free
electrons per atom,

=! electrical resistivity at 0® C)

exceed a certain value. All monovalent metals except lithixm should be nonsuperconduetors, which they actually are,
according to this condition. However there are many excep
tions to this condition.

Also it is not too clear how the

actual properties of a superconductor can be obtained from
this state described by Prohlioh.
Another theory was proposed about the same time as
Prohlidi's by Bardeen (19^0) which is also based on the
electron-phonon interaction. He developed his theory in a
soBieidiat different way from Prdhlieh. He considered a very
small electron effective uass to describe the superconducting
state. His condition was that

V/° n > 10^ ( V « chemical

valence taken as being equal to the group of the element in
the periodic table,

« electrical resistivity in e.s.u.,

n =s nuatoer of atoms per unit volume). This criterion, like
that of Prohlich's, is not especially good.
These latter two theories are the ones in most favor at
the present time, since the isotope effect suggests that
the electron-phonon interaction is the important one. Nei
ther has been developed for finite temperatures. Henee
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it can be seen that the fxmdamental theories of super
conductivity are not capable of explaining superconduc
tivity satisfactorily*

Criteria for Superconductivity
¥e have seen that the ftindamental theories of super
conductivity are not able to explain this phenoiaenon
satisfactorily. In such cases one often exaniines certain
engjirical relations in the hope of obtaining a key to
factors which are iri^jortant in the phenomenon#

One would

like to have a criterion for superconductivity which
would indicate whether or not a particular substance
ought to be a superconductor. We have noted the inade
quacies of the criteria of Prohlich (1950) and Bardeen
(1950).
A much earlier correlation was observed by Kikoin
and Lasarew (1932) who found that both the Hall coeffi
cient at room teu^erature and its product with the elec
tronic conductivity at room teiiq>erature 81*6 in general
small for superconductors. This is a somewhat better cri
terion than those of Prohlich and Bardeen.
Groetzinger, Kahn, and Schwed (195^4-) used a somewhat
different criterion. They used the freedom nuniber, f,
defined by the equation f = n^eH/e where n^^ is the number
of free electrons per unit volume (obtained from measure
ments of the refractive index and the optical absorption
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coefficient), e is the electron charge, c is the velocity
of light, and R is the room temperature Hall coefficient.
It was found that the elements with freedom nunSjers be
tween +0.15 and -0.16 are superconductors. This correla
tion was very good for the elements examined.
similar quantity

A somewhat

K « {n/n^)f, where n is the miatoer of

atoms per unit volume, was used for more correlations be
cause it could be calculated for many more elements. The
value of IT for superconductors lies between +0.5 and
The non-superconductors having a IT in this range are
nearly always transition elements which are ruled out for
other reasons. This seems to be a better criterion than
the others. These authors claim that a small value of f
occurs if the Permi surface intersects a Brillouin zone
boundary such that the hole and electron contributions tend
to cancel. This intersection iitgjlies a strong interaction
between the conduction electrons and the ionic lattice,
as was earlier discussed by Born and Cheng

.

Other criteria for superconductivity have been dis
cussed recently by Matthias (1953 and 1955)*

In studying

the transition teiaperatures of various elements and com
pounds he has found a dependence of the transition ten^jerature on mass, voliame, and the number of valence electrons
per atom. He has found that the transition temperature
varies inversely as the mass. This is quite different from
the isotope effect where the transition teirqjerature is
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fotmd to vary inversely as the square root of the iaotopio
mass. He also observed that the transition tea^jerature
should vary with the voliime to some power between four and
ten. "Rie third correlation was that optimum conditions
exist for superconductivity when the numtoer of valence
electrons per atom ma either five or seven.

Kie nuaiber of

valence electrons per atom used is the nuinber of electrons
outside a closed shell according to its electron eonfigiiration. For instance tellixrium would have six valence elec
trons per atom. There seems to be some Justification for
these criteria in the sense that they appear to have some
validity vihen applied to zaany different substances*

How

ever these correlations are pxirely ei^irical and have no
theoretical justification.

They are valuable in the sense

that they indicate the importance of certain factors on
superconductivity and also suggest new experiments.

I,anthan\ira
There has been considerable disagreement concerning
the superconductivity of lanthanum. In 1930 McLennan,
Allen, and Wilhelm (1930) found no evidence of supercon
ductivity above 1.9®K for lanthaniira by measuring its
electrical resistivity.

Mendelssohn and Daunt (1937) first

observed the superconducting transition by a magnetic
method and found a transition tei^erature of i|..71®E.
analysis of their sample was given as 98 per cent

The
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lanthaniim, 1 pei* cent iron, and traces of eai»bon, silicon,
alumintaa, and raagnesitwi# The magnetic field strengths at
which the last trace of superconductivity disappeared were
found to be very high ( >1000 oer. deg.""^).
Shoenberg (1937), using an a.c. method, reported
lanthanim to be superconducting at l4.«2®K, but found that
the critical field values were very indefinite.
Ziegler (1948) discovered superconductivity in two
samples of lanthanum by studying the ten5>erature dependence
of their magnetic permeability.

One san^jle, reported to

contain 0.8 per cent iron, was found to have a transition
temperature of 14..85 - 0.15®K. The second sair^sle, reported
to contain between 0.5 and 1 per cent alumlntm, silicon
and tungsten, was found to have a transition tei^erature of
- 0.10®K,
Kae specific heat of lanthanum was measured by Parkin
son, Simon, and Spedding (1951)* "Kie iB5)uritles of their
specimen were reported as follows: calcium, less than 0.05
per cent| berylli\ira, less than 0.01 per centj and iron,
less than 0.002 per cent. A room ten^jerature x-ray study
of the structijre of the sample showed lines corresponding
to both hexagonal close-packed and face-centered cubic
structures. The transition teraperatiu?e was observed to be
oer./deg., using specific heat
data
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James, Legvold, and Spedding (1952) measured the
electrical resistivity of two samples of lanthanum and
found transition temperatures ranging from 5»5*K: to 6.0^K
depending on the heat treatment. The widths of the
transitions varied from 0.3 degree to 0.9 degree.
Zlegler, Young, and Floyd (1953) made a study of the
crystal structure and the superconductivity of lanthanum,
fhey concluded that two structures of lanthanum are super
conducting with different transition temperatures. They
suggested that the face-centered cubic structure has a
transition temperature of

whereas the hexagonal

close-packed structure should have a transition ten5)erature somewhat above 3.9®K.
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E3CPERIME.NTAL PROCEDimE

Detection of Trsoisltion
Superconductivity was first observed by Onnes (1911)
who WIS studying the electrical resistivity of mercury.
Much later Melasner and Ochsenfeld (1933) discovered the
perfect dlamagnetlsm of a superconductor, called the
Melssner effect.

These two physical properties are

Independent and equally li^ortant properties of a super
conductor; see, for Instance, Shoenberg (1952). Ideally
the raeasurenjent of either of these properties should yield
the same results for the superconducting transition. How
ever, as pointed out by Shoenberg (19U^7), there Is a danger
In determining the superconducting transition of alloys by
measuring their electrical resistivity. Shere laay be a
slight Inhomogenelty In the sai^le such that one could
have a superconducting thread through an otherwise normal
a&mple which would short-circuit the sample.
The method chosen for measuring the zero field tran
sitions is similar to one which has been used by Webber,
Reynolds, and McGulre {19i|.9).

This is an a.c. method with

the san^le being the core of a mutual inductance.

®ie

primary coll was made of 2$0 tiirns of copper wire and the
secondary coll was made of I450 turns of copper wire each
wound on Bakellte forms. A cylindrical sas^le 3/16" in
diameter and 2" long constituted the core. A 100 cps
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current was used in the primary which gave a mxiiauia
field at the center of the primary of 0#1 oer. The
secondary voltage was amplified and read on an oscilloscope.
With the sample in the normal state the secondary voltage
was bucked out so that one would be reading from a null.
W^en the sait^le becomes superconducting, its Magnetic and
electrical properties change markedly, causing an un
balance in the circuitry; evidenced by a secondary voltage
increase*
This a.c. method is quite safe and easy to en^loy
with the raaterials tested because of their high residual
resistivity (being of the order of 10

ohm-cm).

This

means that the skin depth, discussed by Smyth© (1950), of
a 100 cps magnetic field would be of the order of 1.5 cm
for the normal state.

OSie sauries are rods approximately

O.li.7 cm in diameter, hence this field will quite easily
penetrate the sBxsple when it is in the normal state. As
the skin depth for the sample in the superconducting state
mK
is very small, being of the order of 10 cm, see London
(1950)» a large change in the secondary voltage will be
observed at the transition.
For two alloys (the 80 per cent lanthanum and 20 per
cent lutetium alloy, and the 95 P®i* cent lanthanum and 5 pe^*
cent ytterbium alloy) the superconducting transition itms
observed both by this a.c. method and by means of the
electrical resistivity as shown in later figures.

It la of Interest to carefully note the character of these
curves. One may observe that the first evidence of super
conductivity as determined by the a.c. method coiaraences
Just as the electrical resistivity vanishes.

This seems

to always be the case, so this point was taken as the
transition temperature of the substance investigated.

More

Juatification for choosing this point ia based on the work
of Cook, Zemansky, and Boorse (1950) on the superconduc
tivity of colufflbium.
The critical field work was performed using a d.c.
method similar to that used by Keeley and Mendelssohn
(1936). !Sie secondary coil used for the a.c. work was
used for the pick-up coil and was connected to a ballistic
galvanometer.

A solenoid, capable of producing fields to

l500 oer was used to produce a longitudinal magnetic field.
IRie technique was to vary the magnetic field abruptly in
steps, both for increasing and for decreasing fields, and
measiire the corresponding deflection of the ballistic
galvanometer. The deflection of the galvanometer is pro
portional to the flux change within the pick-up coil.
lichen the saB5)le is in the normal state it is weakly para
magnetic
|
when the san^le is in the superconducting state
it is perfectly diaiaagnetic.

This means that the galva

nometer deflection per change in field will be quite dif
ferent for these two cases.

The actual sensitivities are
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0#022 cm/oer for the sample in the superconducting state
and 0.0l|.0 CR/oer for the sample in the norml state.
Tin was studied in liquid helium by the d.o. method
and good agreement was found between this and the work of
Iioek, Pippard, and Shoenberg {1951)*

Lead was also studied

and good agreement with the work of Daunt and Mendelssohn
(1937) was observed when sufficient care was taken.

It was

found that sudden changes in the applied magnetic field of
a few hundred gauss would cause heating of the so^le and
holder by eddy currents sufficient to raise its tess^jerature
0.1 degree. Hence it was necessary to wait a few minutes
between daanges for thermal equilibrium to be restored.
The tin and lead samples were not studied by the a.c. meth
od because of the lack of sensitivity of this apparatus for
sai^les with electrical resistivities as low as these ele
ments have. The penetration depth of a 100 eps magnetic
field for these sas^jles would be approximately 0.3 mm as
contrasted with the corresponding value of 1.5 e» for the
rare earths.
For teisperatures less than li.®K transition curves which
were obtained with the sample in the bath were eoiB|)ared
with the corresponding curves obtained by maintaining the
bath temperature at some fixed low value and using the
technique described in the following section to vary the
tei^erature. Good agreement was found between these methods.
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These tests are lueastires of the accuracy of the ©qulpmeiit which was found to be acceptable. The good reproduci
bility of the data taken would further indicate that the
precision of the measiirements taken is within the limits
stated in the following section, namely that transition
tei^eratures near 6*K are known to 0.05 degree and those at
lower temperatures somewhat better.

Teii5)erature Measurement and Control
A metal cryostat of the type described by Henry and
Dolecek (19^0) was used for this work. Kiis had a leak rate
of about 30 cubic em of liquid helium per hour.
The tei«5)erature region of 1«3*K to i4.«2®K can be quite
easily obtained by puBiping on liquid helium. A vapor pres
sure thermometer, based on the 1955 Agreed Scale, was
employed to measure bath ten^eratures in this region. The
temperature sensing part of the thermometer was a 7 mm
Pyrex tube, sealed at the lower end, and located well in
the bath. A small amoiint of helium was condensed in this
tube and its vapor pressure measured. For temperatures be
tween 2.2*K and

pressures were measured with a mercury

manometer, and for pressures corresponding to tenQ>eratures
less than 2.2'^K a butyl phthalate manometer was used.
Tengjeratures above 1|.2®K are not easy to maintain and
measure. Figure 1 shows the apparatus used for obtaining
temperatures in this region. A small amotint of heli-um
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exchange gas in the central ohaiober at a pressiare of ap~
proxiBjately 50 microns allows the san^le and its holder
to be in thermal equilibriim with the isothermal heavycopper wall of this chamber.

This chamber is in a vacuxm

so the only thermal path is down the support tube of
"super-niekel", chosen because of its low thermal conduc
tivity. Power to the heater was varied to obtain the
desired tei^eratiires•

A power of approximately 0.01 w is

necessary to maintain a sas^le temperature 3 degrees
above the bath temperature.
femperatures above

were measiired by a gas

thermometer of the type described by Woodcock (1938).
ffiiis is approximately a constant volume gas thermometer,
but nevertheless is quite different.

It has a low teii5)era-

tia»e bulb of volume 3#8 cm'^ and an external volume of
80 cnP connected by 75 cm of 0.05 cm I.D. stainless steel
tubing %ftiioh is vacuum Jacketed to assure the same teaqperature distribution along it at all times. The relation
between the teii5>erature and pressure is

T

Vj,

P

26T^Vi

where n is the no. of moles of helium gas
H

is the gas constant

V, is the external volume
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A

is the cross-sectional area of the manometer

d

is the density of the oil in the manometer
is the room tengjeratiire
is the voliaae of the thermometer bulb

T

is the teisperature of the thermometer bulb

P

is the pressure of the helium gas within the
thermometer

This equation ia based on certain assumptions idiich
may be shown to be valid. For example, the perfect gas
law ia used. An examination of the virial equation for
helium (see, for instance, Keesom (19U2)), under the con
ditions of this experiment (pressures of the order of 2 cm
mercury were used) shows the validity of this assuiQjtlon.
According to the work of Roberts and Sydoriak (1956) thermomolecular pressure difference may also be neglected for
this case. The room ten^ierature was assumed to be constant.

A change in room teiagperature of I4. centigrade degrees would
result in a 0.03 degree error for temperatures near 6®K,
wtoere the error would be the greatest.
®he term

P is the correction to the room tem-

peratiare volume as a consequence of the change in liquid
level of the manometer and is calculated from known quanti
ties. This term is important only at the higher tesiperaturea, being only about 0.02 degrees at 6®K and negligible
Vp
at
The term y
was determined by a calibration in
*in
the te^erature range 1.3®K to i|..2®K in the following
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manner; assxming the bath and the sample holder to be at
the same ten^erature, with no heat supplied to the heater,
the bath temperature and the gas thermometer pressure were
measured.

Etiis was repeated for several different condi

tions and the mean value of the constant determined. It
was found to have the value 0.069 - .001 deg . It was
necessary to recharge the thermometer for each run, so
each succeeding calibration consisted merely of determining
one point. 'Ehe equation was then used to determine extrapo
lated tetjigjeratxires.

It is believed that temperat"ures near

6*K can be read with an accuracy of 0.05 deg and somewhat
better for lower temperatiires. The reproducibility of the
data seems to verify this conclusion.

X-ray Technique
Since the superconducting transition ten^erature for
lanthanum depends on its crystal structure, according to the
work of Ziegler, Young, and Ployd (1953), it is very neces
sary to know the crystal structure of the polycrystalline
samples studied. The technique chosen was to cut a small
piece of metal from the sample and to file It into the
shape of a small needle, perhaps 0.5 mm in diameter by 3 ram
long. Since these alloys oxidize readily in air, the aamr*
pies were enclosed in Pyrex capillaries which were evaciiated
and sealed off. The x-ray pictures were taken with a DebyeScherrer powder camera.
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It was fotand that filing definitely causes a structure
change in pure lanthanum, in confirmation of observations
by Ziegler, Young, and Floyd (19^3).

The more stable room

tenQ)erature structiire for lanthanum was the hexagonal
close-packed structure with the layer stacking sequence
being ABAC.*, instead of the usual ABAB... which means a
axis double the normal value, as reported by Herrmann

(1955)*

One could start with pure face-centered cubic

lanthanum, prepare an x-ray saj^le in the way described,
and discover that x-rays would reveal only the double
hexagonal close-packed structure. The same result was noted
with the 95 per cent lanthanum and 5 per cent yttrium alloy.
Therefore the x-ray samples were given the same heat treat
ment as the samples used for the superconductivity measureBients and were then assumed to have the same struct\ire.
Another necessary assumption was that the structiire
did not undergo any change when the samples were cooled to
This seems to be a reasonable assumption for pure
lanthanum according to the work of James, Legvold, and
Speddlng (1952) and Parkinson, Simon, and Spedding (1951)
vftio report no anomaly below room tengjerature*

Also Ziegler,

Young, and Ployd (1953) reported that low teu^jerature
cycling had no observed effect on the crystal structure of
lanthanum. It seems quite plausible to make the same
assuB^tion for the alloys examined.
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MATERIALS TESTED

Preparation
The chemical similarity of yttrium and the elements
of the lanthanide series has made the separation of these
elements a difficult problem#

This has been accoi^lished

by Spedding and Powell {19$k) using an ion-exchange method.
The development of teehniques for preparing the pure metals
has been accon^lished by Spedding and Daane {195W*
metals were then oast in tantalum crucibles• The alloys
were prepared by melting together the proper amomits of
each component. Following this the saiaples were turned
down to the desired size which was a rod 3/16" in diameter
by 2" long.

Pxirity
A spectrographic analysis of the sanjples investigated
revealed very little metal ion impurity*

The effect of

the purity of a sanQ)le on its superconducting transition
temperature will be discussed in a later section.
Two sai^les of pure lanthanum were used few this
investigation. The first sai^le, designated hereafter in
the report as lanthaniim A, contained perhaps 0.01 per cent
silicon and alxirainimi with just traces of calcium and copper.
The second saii5>le, designated hereafter as I,anthanum I,
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eontalned perhaps 0.01 per cent calcium and copper with
just a trace of silicon.
Three lanthanum-yttrium alloys were studied in this
investigation. The alloy containing 9$ per cent lanthanum
and 5 pep cent yttrium by atoms w&a found to contain less
than 0.05 p©i? cent aluminum, perhaps 0»01 per cent calcium
and copper, and just a trace of silicon. The alloy
containing 6^ per cent lanthanum and 15 per cent yttrium
by atoms was found to contain less than 0.0^ per cent
alioaintm, perhaps 0.01 per cent beryllium, calcium, and
copper, and just a trace of silicon.

The alloy containing

60 per cent lanthanum and 1|.0 per cent yttrium by atoms
contained perhaps 0.01 per cent alumintm, calcium, and
copper with just a trace of silicon.
The alloy containing 80 per cent lanthanxim and 20 per
cent lutetium by atoms was found to contain 0.01 per cent
calcium with just traces of silicon and copper.
The analyses for the alloy containing 61}. per sent
lanthanum and 36 per cent lutetium and the alloy contain
ing 95 p®i* eent lanthanum and 5 per cent ytterbium un
fortunately were not con^leted at the time of writing and
could not be included.

Structure
Iianthanum
Pure lanthanum was found to exist in two crystalline

2k
forma*

Pace-centered cubic lanthanum, which was found to

be energetically more favorable at higher temperatures, in
agreement with Ziegler, Young, and Ployd (1953)* was found
*
o
to have a lattice parameter of a^ « ^•30k "
A* fhe
other structure found for pwe lanthanum was hexagonal
close-packed with the layer stacking sequence being ABAC...
instead of the usual ABAB..., in agreement with Herrmann
(1955). ^is means that the c^ axis is twice its normal
size. This structure was found to have the lattice pa
rameters a^ « 3•768 - .013A and c^ « 12.135 - .033A.

Lanthanum-Yttrium
Kie san^le containing 95 per cent lanthanum and 5 pe**
cent yttrium by atoms was also found to exist in either of
two crystalline forms. Again the face-centered cubic seemed
to be the stable phase at high teiiiperatures. 7his struct\tre
^
o
was found to have the lattice parameter ao * 5.295 * .007A.
fhe same hexagonal structure as foimd in the case of lantha
num was again observed for this alloy; that is, the hexagonal =lose-paok.d atruoturo with a double

a*l.. The

lattice parameters for this structure as measured were
a^ « 3.753 - .006A and c^ « 12.131 - .022A.
Kie alloy containing 85 per cent lanthanum and 15 per
cent yttrium by atoms was found to have the hexagonal
structure with the double c^ axis. The lattice parameters

25
4^
« 3*7iUl- " •008A and

for this structiire were

»

12,079 - .021A.
fhe alloy containing 75

cent lanthanum and 25 per

cent yttrium by atoms appeared to have this same hexagonal
structure with the double

ajEls.

The lattice parameters
•f
®
for this structure were a^
=«
3^726
#00i^A,
o
^ and o «
12.022 t ,OlM*
The alloy containing 60 per c«tit lanthanum and I4.0 per
cent yttrim by atoms also had this same hexagonal struc
ture with the double

axis. The lattice parai^ters

measured for this structiire were a^
o = 3*7l5 - •012A and
Cq « 11*955 - .025A.
lEhe lattice parameters for the hexagonal structure
with the double

a. a runotlon of th. yttriUB oon-

centration in lanthanum is shown in Figure 2*

These plots

are evidently straight lines. The solid curves drawn in
were obtained by using the atomic volumes of lanthanum and
yttrium and calculating from these what the volumes for the
various alloys would be. The values for the lattice parame
tersy the ratio of the lattice parameters« and the volume
per atom are shown in Table 1 for these alloys. The values
of the lattice constants reported by Herrmann (1955) for
lanthanum are a^ » 3.770 « .OOEA and c^ « 12.159 - .008A
with the hexagonal structure having the stacking sequence

ABAC..., and for yttrium are a^ « 3»6k-7k. - .0007A and
CQ « 5»7306 « .0008A with the ordinary hexagonal close-
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Table 1. lattice parameters for the lanthaniim-yttrluai system
Alloy

.^,A

Y

3.768

La-

Y

3.753
3.710^

75^

Y

3.726

60^

Y

3.715

*
+
«•

+
«»

.013

12.135

.006

12.131

*008

12.079
12.022
•

85^ I.a-15^ Y

•

o
o

lOC^ Iia-

o,.A

jh .012

11.955

packed structxire. !Kie ratio O /^
Q

Q

+
«•

AlO-^

.033

3.22

37.1^

.022

3.23

37.0

t

.021

3.23

36.7

t

•oMi.

3.23

36.1

.025

3.22

35.7

+

+

tm

lanthanum is 3*22$

^lle a Talu. 3.11, 1« found for yttrium for th. ratio 2
which is used to permit a direct cox^arison.

Since the

ideal ratio would be 3*266, the packing is more ideal for the
stacking sequence ABAC**« than for the stacking sequence
ABAB,... It is significant that the ratio ®^a^ for these
alloys is very constant at the value for pure lanthanum and
this would indicate that yttrium atoms replace lanthanum
atoms in the lattice.

lianthanuaa-Ytterbium
fhe alloy containing 95 per cent lanthaniam and 5 per cent
ytterbium by atoms was found to have the hexagonal closepacked structure with the layer stacking sequence ABAC... in
stead of the usual ABAB««.»

fhe lattice parameters for this

structure were a^ « 3.767 * .0171 and c^ « 12.158 - .OitSA.
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Lanthaiaiam-ItUtetimtt
The alloy eontalnlng 80 per eent lanthanim and 20 per
eent lutetiuia by atoma was found to have the hexagonal closepacked structure with the layer stacking sequence ABAC...
instead of the usual ABAB.,.. The lattice parameters measiired for this structure were a„
o « 3.719 - .OO^A and
11*980 t

o =

The alloy containing 6l|. per cent lanthanum and 36 per
eent lutetiua by atoms seemed to have this same hexagonal
structure. The lattice parameters measured for this struc
ture were a^ « 3.67 - .03A and c^ » 11.85 - •05A. Diffi
culty in the casting process made the percentages of lantha
num and lutetium in this alloy somewhat uncertain. The
values for the lattice parameters, the ratio of the lattice
parameters, and the volume per atom is shown in Table 2 for
these alloys.

Table 2» Lattice parameters for the lanthanijm-lutetittni system
Alloy

o
a^»A
o'

e
c«»A
o'

o' O Vol/atom
n ' «l
caTxlO*''^

1005^ La- 0^ Lu 3.768 - .013

12.135 - .003

3.22

37.i|.

80^ La-20^ Lu 3.718 * ,00$

11.980 - .023

3.22

35.9

6k^ La-36^ Lu 3.67 * .03

11.85 - .05

3.23

3il..6
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The values for the lattice constants reported by
Herrmnn (1955) for lutetium are

« 3.5031 - •OOOlt. and

®o " 5»5509 - .OOOl}- with the ordinary hexagonal closepacked struotiire»

The ratio c^a^ for lanthanum is 3*225

i^le a value 3*17 is foxmd for lutetixm for the ratio
2 c^a^j, liftiich is used to permit a direct comparison.

The

paeking is again more ideal for the stacking sequence
ABAC*** than for the stacking sequence ABA£«.*, since the
ideal ratio would be 3«266»

The constancy of this ratio

for these alloys would indicate that lutetium atoma re
place lanthanum atoms In the lattice.
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RESULTS

Lanthaniim
. . A lanthaniim sa^le, designated as lanthanum I,was
run as reeeiTed. This saii^le had been cast and turned
dom to the proper size. The curve of the secondary
•oltage vs. temperature is shown In Figure 3*

One may

note several Interesting characteristics of this curve.
First we may note that it has a transition temperature of
5»8*K. a second interesting aspect is the evidence of a
second transition near 5*0*K, evidently corresponding to
a different structure, A third characteristic that should
be noted is the great broadness of the transitions, idiich
evidently indicates a strained san^le,
Barson, Legvold, and Spedding (1957) note a phase
transition in lanthanum near 300'c«

Above this tea^erature

the stable crystal structtire should be face-centered cubic,
according to Ziegler, Floyd, and Young (1953)•

The san^ile

was then annealed at M.OO®C for 1|. 1/2 days and quenched in
order to keep the structure which is stable at higher
temperatures. X-ray analysis of this sample, designated
as lanthanum II, revealed its structure to be face-centered
cubic. The curve of the secondary voltage vs, tes^erature
is shown in Figure 3* This curve is markedly different
from the curve obtained before the san^le was annealed.
The saa^le now has a superconducting transition at 5«9*K,
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slightly higher than previously, and is now quite slmrp,
having a width of approximately 0.1 degree*

There is no

evidence for the 5*0®K transition for this sasagjle.
fhe shari)ness of this transition indicated a relative
ly unstrained sai^le and suggested that it would be possible
to do critical field studies for this sai^le. Hence it
was studied with the d*o. method described earlier. The
galvanometer deflections vs. the applied fields are shown
for various isotherms in Figures

Hote that penetra

tion of the magnetic field commences at a rather welldefined value. However, one must apply very strong fields
before the sai^le is entirely in the normal state. It Is
believed, along with Jackson and Preston-Thomas (1950),
Iiove (1953), and Mexler and Corak (1952), that the penetra
tion fields are much nearer the equilibrium fields than are
the completion fields. This point will be discussed ma!»e
coi^letely in a later section. A plot of the penetration
fields vs. transition teKperatures is shown in Figure 7.
The initial slope of this curve, that is
found to be 550 oer/deg.

C
®ie transition te]»peratiu:>e as

determined by extrapolation of

vs. T^, shown in Pigiire

7, to ssero field, is 5*82*E. The difference between this
value and the corresponding value for the a.c. measure
ments is not understood. The difference in specific heats
of the superconducting and the norml states is calculated
by use of Rutger*s fowaula

I
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«

!,:»

IdT / T =

i^ere V is the speoifie volume,

'
is the superconducting

transition teB5)eratiire in the absence of an applied field,
H is the critical magnetic field, and T is the temperao
ture, to be approximately 0.103 cal./mole deg» !Phe only
piiddlished specific heat data for lanthanum is the work of
Parkinson, Simon, and Spedding (1951) who found AC^ «
0*0139 cal./mole deg. with a transition tenterstiire of
l4..37«K.
This san^le was then run again by the a.c. method*
The transition tei^erature was now found to be 5«9*K, which
is exactly the same as was previously determined by this
method•
Another pure sai^le of lanthanum (lanthanum A) was
run as received. This sas^le also had been cast and turned
down to the proper size*

A plot of the secondary voltage

vs. temperature is shown in Figure 8. This curve is very
similar to the virgin curve for the other sasiple of pure
lanthanum. It shows one transition at 5»8^K: and another
at 5.0®K.
Since the hexagonal structiu>e with a double c^ axis,
which is more stable at lower temperat\ires, is believed
to be responsible for the lower superconducting transition
temperature, this sai^le was annealed at 200*C for 5 days.
This tea^erature should be the highest temperature for
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tdiieh this structup© is the most stable. (Cf* Barson,
Legvold, and Spedding (19^7).) A plot of the secondary
voltage vs. te3i5)erat\ire is shown in Figure 8. Hote
that the transition at 5»0*K has definitely been enhanced
and the higher te^erature transition has been correspond
ingly diffliaished in Magnitude. The higher transition
tea^jerature seeias to be slightly higher sifter the an
nealing; however this difference may not be real.
We can therefore quite definitely say that facecentered cixbie lanthanum has a higher superconducting
transition teB5)erature, perhaps 5«9®Kj, than does the
hexagonal structure described in this paper, which seems
to show a transition near 5»0*K. The significance of
this result and the critical field work will be discussed
in a later section.

LanthanuBi-YttriuBi
Ptjre yttrim does not become superconducting above
0.10®K according to Goodman (1951). This fact is quite
puzzling in the sense that nearly all empirical relations
predict, or at least indicate, that yttrium sho\ild be a
superconductor. It is an element similar to lanthanum,
having three conduction electrons per atom as lanthanum
does. Its ionic radius is slightly smaller than that of
lanthanum and its atomic mass is somewhat less.

l}.0
As has been mentioned earlier, superconducting
transition tei^eratures apparently depend, among other
things, upon the number of conduction electrons per atom,
the atomic volume, and the atomic mass.

By alloying

yttrium with lanthanum one is able to maintain the same
nuMber of conduction electrons per atom idiile varying
the volume and the mass. Because of the similarity of
these two elements, it was felt that it would be possible
to have good solid solutions over a wide range of compo
sitions*
Ihe sample containing 60 per cent lanthanum and I4.0
per cent yttrium by atoms had the hexagonal close-packed
structure with the stacking ABAC.** instead of the
normal ABAB****

The secondary voltage vs* teinperature

for this a&mple is shown in Figure 9. Its transition
temperature, as determined in this manner, was found to
be 1*8®K. The transition had a width of 0*3 degree, which
is typical of alloys.
The sample containing 75 per cent lanthanum and 25
per cent yttrium by atoms had this same structure. The
plot of its secondary voltage vs. temperature is shown in
Figure 10.
2*6*K.

Its transition teiwperature was found to be

®ie transition breadth v&a approximately 0.3 de

gree.
The sample containing 85 per cent lanthanum and 15
per cent yttrium by atoms also had this same structure.

kl
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Figure 9* Secondary voltage as a function of teii^)erature
for the alloy of 60 per cent lanthanum and I|.0 per cent
yttrium.
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Figure 10. Secondary voltage as a function of temperature
for the alloy of 75 per cent lanthanum and 25 per cent
yttrixxm.

The seeondary voltage as a function of temperature for
this sa)3^)le la shown In Figure 11. It had a transition
temperature of 3»3®K with a transition width of approxi
mately 0,3 degree#
The sample containing 95 per cent lanthanum and $
per cent yttrium by atoms was found to exist in the saa®
two crystalline forms observed for lanthanum. The sec
ondary voltage as a function of teii5)eratiire for this
sanqple is shown in Figure 12. Its transition tengjerature
was found to be

with a transition width of

approximately 0.3 degree. CoB5>arison of this transition
temsjerature with others for the same system indicated
that the observed transition was for the face-centered
cubic structure. There Is no evidence for a supercon
ducting transition for the hexagonal structure. There is
good evidence for a phase transition in the temperature
range L|.00*C to

according to dilatometric measure

ments by Born (1957)*

X-ray studies after annealing at

various temperatures indicate that this transition is the
hexagonal-cubic one, with the cubic structure being stable
at the higher temperatures. The sample was then annealed
at 360®C for three weeks in an attempt to obtain enough of
the hexagonal structure to enable one to observe its
superconducting transition temperature. As a result of
this annealing one superconducting transition ims observed;
that being at

with a transition width of 0.3 degree.
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Figure 11» Secondary voltage as a function of teni^erature
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Figure 12. Secondary voltage as a function of teraperature
for the alloy 95 per cent lanthaniim and 5 per cent yttrixun.

1^6
This transition is not properly understood.

One possibility

is that the observed transition is for face-centered cubic
lanthaniua*

However there is presently no evidence to

corroborate this conjecture.
A plot showing the transition temperatures as a func
tion of the coi^osition is shown in Figure 13 for this
alloy system.

This curve has several interesting features*

The in5)ortance that the structure has on superconductivity
is indicated by the two independent cxirves.

The curve

lying on the higher ten^jerature side represents the tran
sition teraperatures for the face-centered cubic structure.
Hie curve lying on the lower temperature side represents
the transition teiuperatures for the hexagonal struettire
which has the double c^ axis. The transition temperature
seems to decrease in a regular manner with increasing
yttrium content.
It is of interest to try to determine what functional
dependence the transition ten^/erature has on the volxme and
mass. This may be sensible in that the crystal structure
and the number of conduction electrons per atom remain
constant along each curve. The volmae dependence of the
transition ten^erature was found to be

where a » 25 - 2i

The dependence on the mass was not sufficiently
sensitive to be definitely ascertained; however an inverse
dependence on the mass to some power less than, or equal
to, one was used. This is the type of dependence examined
by others, as we have mentioned earlier.
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Figure 13. Transition ten5)eratures as a function of
composition for lanthanum-yttrium alloys. (The solid
curve is for the hexagonal structure and the broken
curve is for the cubic structure.)
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Lanth&niim-Ytterbivtm
The electrical resistivity of piire ytterbium has
been examined at this laboratory dowi to 2»2*K with no
evidence of superconductivity being observed* Ttterbium
is also a meadber of the lanthanide series, however it is
not as similar to lanthanum as lutetium is* Ytterbium
is next to the last of this series and might be expected
to have thirteen
electrons*

electrons and three conduction

However it is energetically more favorable

for it to coi^lete the l^f band and to have just two con
duction electrons per atom. According to Hermann (1955)
ytterbium has the faoe-centered cubic structure with an
atomic volume slightly greater than that for lanthanum.
2he one alloy of this type studied contained 95 p®r
cent lanthanxam and 5 per cent ytterbium.

It was found to

have the hexagonal close-packed structure with the layer
stacking sequence ABAC... instead of the usual ABAB..*.
The secondary voltage vs. temperatia'e for this sample is
shown in Figure lit.

The transition temperature, as

determined from this curve, was found to be li.*0*E.

The

transition breadth was approximately 0*2 degree.

Lanthanum-lutetium
®feie electrical resistivity of piire lutetium has been
examined at this laboratory down to 2.2*K idth no evidence
of superconductivity being observed*

Lutetium is another
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Figure llj.. Secondary voltage and resistivity as a fmiction
of temperature for the alloy 9$ per cent lanthaniam and 5
per cent ytterbium. (The solid curve is the resistivity
and the broken curve is the secondary voltage.)

^0
element quite similar to lanthanm, having the same three
eonduction electrons per atom. The difference in the
electron configuration of these elements lies in the
band which is coi^letely en^ty in lanthanum and is com
pletely filled in lutetitia.

Lutetium has the hexagonal

close-paeked structure with an atomic volume slightly leas
than that of either yttriua or lanthanuia and an atomic
mass somewhat greater than that of lanthaniam*

It was ex

pected that lanthanum and lutetiuia would also form good
solid solutions.
fhe sample containing 80 per cent lanthanum and 20
per cent lutetium by atoms had th© hexagonal close-packed
structure with the layer stacking sequence ABAC.,* in
stead of the normal ABAB*.**

The secondary voltage vs.

temperature for this sai^le is shown in Figure l5»

Its

transition tej^erature, as so determined, was found to be
Kie transition width was approximately 0.3 degree.
The sa^le containing 6I4. per cent lanthanum and 36
per cent lutetium by atoms seemed to have the hexagonal
close-packed structiire with the layer stacking sequence
ABAC*., instead of the usual ABAB«... The secondary
voltage vs. temperature for this sample is shown in Figure
16, Its transition tei^erature, as so determined, was
found to be 2.0'K. The transition width was approximately
0.2 degree.
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Figure 15. Secondary voltage and resistivity as a function
of temperature for the alloy 80 per cent lanthanum and 20
per cent lutetium. (The solid curve is the resistivity and
the broken curve is the secondary voltage.)
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for the alloy of 6lj. per cent lanthanum and 36 per cent
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Sama&ry Graph of Results
A auaraary of all measvired transition tengjeratures
as a function of the per cent lanthanxim with yttriiiia,
ytterbium, and lutetiura is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Transition teraperatiires as a fianctlon of
coinposition.
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DISCUSSION

Critical Field
•The restoration of the normal state in a supercon
ductor below the superconducting transition temperature
by means of a magnetic field was first observed by Qnnes
(I9II4.).

Howe-rer it was not until much later that the

significance of this phenomenon was realized. Ihiring the
early days it was thought that a superconductor was n^rely
a perfect conductor, which would mean that the transition
should be irreversible.
In 1933 Meissner and Ochsenfeld (1933) discovered
the perfect diamagnetic property of a superconductor, the
Meissner effect, which established the fact that the super
conducting transition is reversible. This explained the
success of the application of thermodynamics for a reversi
ble transition to the superconducting transition.

Accord

ing to this thermodynamic treatment the superconducting
and normal states are really just two phases for the
substance. For tei^eratures below the transition tempera
ture and in the absence of a field the superconducting
state has a lower free energy than the normal state and
hence is the stable state. However for a constant tem
perature below the transition ten^jerature an applied mag
netic field will increase the free energy of the super
conducting state, the increase being proportional to the
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square of the applied imgnetic field. For a particular
tenperature there exists a certain critical field where
the superconducting and noriaal phases are in equilibrium,
fhis critical field increases for decreasing tempera
tures.
The difference in specific heats of the normal and
superconducting phases is given by the Rutger's formula:
VT^ /
\^
C|,-C„ - —^
^
®
^
I4.1C
\ dT / T s
aa was mentioned in the section on the results of lanthanum.
This equation depends only upon the reversibility of the
process, ^e specific heat of the normal state is approxi*
aately given by

= aT + bT^, where the linear term is

the Somtaerfeld electronic contribution and the cubic term
is the Debye lattice contribution. The specific heat of
the superconducting state, according to the work of Keesom
€uid van Laer (1938), is given by Cg/V » BT^, where this
terra is the sum of the lattice and electronic contribution.
Using these esqjressions one may obtain fiirther relations.
The critical field as a function of temperature will be
given by the equation

[ 1 - (T/T^)^ . The coef

ficient of the linear term of the normal specific heat,
2
P
a, will be given by a »
* and also we may derive
a third relation, namely that 3a - (B - b)T^^. The
parabolic temperature dependence of the critical field
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has been found to be only approximately correct (See, for
instance, a sumraary given by Marcus and Maxwell (1953))•
Ixperiments seera to indicate that the superconducting
transition in a mgnetic field should be very sharp, since
it is sharper for purer and less strained samples. However
as the substance becomes more strained, the transition
beeomes broader and less reversible until the applicability
of thermodynamics, as developed by Gorter and Casimlr
(1931}-)f becomes quite questionable. When the transition
is very broad, as it is for the lanthanum studied in this
report, it is difficult to ascertain definitely what one
should call the critical field*

The initial penetration

observed here is relatively sharp, however con^letion
occurs slowly and for very large fields.

Wexler and Corak

(1952) and Love (1953) consider the penetration fields to
be nearest the equilibrium field values*

Earlier Jackson

and Preston-Thomas (1950) discussed this problem and
reached the same conclusiont

The fields where penetration

has just been cozt^leted are almost surely not the charac
teristic field values, as evidenced by the values they
would yield for C.-C
s n.
The arguments of Jackson and Preston-Thomas (1950) are
based on a model proposed by Mendelssohn (1935)*

This

model supposed the superconductor to resemble a sponge,
whose meshes have a mach higher critical field than the
matter they enclose. This inhomogeneity is presumably due
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to strains of some type, either by dislocations or impiaritiea.

Hence, althoiigh most of the voliam© of the

substance will be in the normal state for fields greater
than the true characteristic critical fields, some of
the substance will remain superconducting to very high
fields,

©lese meshes will form a path for an electric

current, so resistivity will not be restored until one
reaches very high field strengths. However this explana
tion is not completely satisfactory since it is very dif
ficult to understand how the meshes can have such very
high critical fields,
A more plausible explanation was proposed by Paber
(1952) who suggested that certain regions of negative
surface energy exist in a strained sanqple. fhis may also
explain the observed behavior in a more acceptable way but
will not be discussed further here.
For these reasons the penetration field values were
associated with the critical field for the case of lanthanum.
Lanthanum evidently also belongs to the class of hard superconduictors, so-called because of their apparent high critical
field values*
•Hie alloys exhibited the wide transition breadth and
irreversibility that lanthanum did to a much greater ex
tent. Figure 18 shows the results of the ballistic method
as applied to the 80 per cent lanthanum and 20 per cent
lutetixim alloy, which is representative of the alloys*

It
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Figure 18. Accumulated galvanometer deflections as a function
of longitudinal magnetic field for the alloy 80 per cent
lanthanum and 20 per cent lutetium at 3.12®K, (The solid
curve is for increasing field and the broken curve is for
decreasing field.)
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can be seen that this san^le is strained to such an extent
that it is now quite impossible to ascertain very definite
ly when field penetration begins. Figure 19 illustrates
how the resistivity and the secondary voltage of the a.c*
method vary with ten^erature in the presence of a magnetic
field*

Con^arison with the plot of the secondary voltage

as a function of temperature in the absence of any applied
field. Figure 15, shows that this would indicate an initial
slope of the critical field vs. temperature curve greater
than 3,000 oer/deg, which certainly cannot be the equi
librium curve because of the values this would yield for
the specific heat. Figure 20 shows an isotherm of the
secondary voltage and the resistivity as a function of the
applied field. This curve is consistent with the curves of
Figure 19, which serve to illustrate that these methods are
not useful for obtaining critical field data for substances
of this nature.

ITature of the Substances
All samples examined in this investigation exhibited
behaviors characteristic of alloys; irreversibility of the
superconducting transition and a broad transition. This is
the result of the sau5)les being strained in some way, which
is also evidenced by their high residual resistivity.
This irreversibility could be due to the structure of
the sas^les. These substances prefer a close-packed
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Figure 19» Secondea*y voltage and resistivity as a
fimction of temperature for the alloy 80 per cent
lanth^ura and 20 per cent lutetium in a transverse
magnetic field of 320 oer. (The solid curve is the
resistivity and the broken curve is the secondary
voltage.)
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Figure 20. Secondary voltage and resistivity as a function
of a transverse magnetic field for the alloy 80 per cent
lanthanum and 20 per cent lutetium at the temperature of
3*15®K. (The solid curve is the resistivity and the broken
curve is the secondary voltage.)
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structure; however there seems to be a sxaall energy dif"
ference between the various layer stacking sequences.
This may mean that the layer stacking is not very regular,
which would tend to broaden the transition since different
structures have different transition tenqperatures.
Another possible cause for the irreversibility of the
transition is iH5)urity. Spectroscopic analysis indicates
very little metal ion in^jurityj however hydrogen and oxygen,
for exan^le, may be present in relatively large amounts.
Oxygen and nitrogen in interstial positions in the vanadium
lattice have been shown by Wexler and Corak {19^2) to in
fluence superconducting properties markedly. !Kie presence
of such impurities in the substances studied here is con
sidered quite probable.
For the alloys studied there is the additional
probability that there exists an inhomogeneity of concentra
tion. This la a very common result when a solution of two
liquid metals is cooled at a finite rate, according to Doan
and Mahla {19kl)»
The Irreversibility of the superconducting transition
is very much in evidence in the d.c. work on face-centered
cubic lanthanum.

Here the longitudinal magnetic field was

first increased and then decreased abruptly In steps. For
each change of the magnetic field a flux change within the
pick-up coil was observed.

The broadness of the transition

as observed in this manner was noted in a previous section.
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In addition to this broadness the curve for decreasing laag-'
netlc fields is quite different from the curve for Inoreasing
magnetic fields, fhis difference is evidence for the fact
that some flux becomes trapped by the substance#

This is a

consequence of the "spongy" structure as proposed by
Mendelssohn (1935). which was discussed in an earlier sec
tion. The amount of flux trapped is quite high, being
about ^0 per cent. The percentage of flux trapped seems to
increase for decreasing teiflperaturesj however this aspect
was not examined carefully. Also the percentage of flux
trapped near the transition temperature, which has been con
sidered by others such as Budnick, Lynton, and Serin (1956)
and Pippard (19^5)» was not examined In any detail.

Factors Influencing Transition Tej^eratures
Crystal structure seems to play a very li^ortant role
in superconductivity. In pure lanthanum the cubic form has
a superconducting transition ternperature nearly one degree
higher than that for the hexagonal form. It seems to be a
general rule that the superconducting transition tengieraturea are higher for cubic structures than for hexagonal
structures, as noted by Matthias and Hulm (1952). For lan
thanum the two observed structures seem to have the same
volume per atom, so the structure would seem to be the only
variable here. However there is presently no good explana
tion for the role of structxire in superconductivity.
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fhe atomic volim© seems to play an important role in
superconductivity. For the alloys of lanthanura with yttrium
and lutetium the crystal structure and the number of conduc
tion electrons per atom have been kept constant while the
volime and mss have been varied#

The lanthanum-yttriiua

series seemed to indicate that the superconducting transi
tion ten5)erature varied with volume to a much greater power
than was fo\ind for the lanthaniaa-lutetium series.

Matthias

(1953) reported the transition teaperature to be proportional
to the volume to a power between four and ten, and inversely
as the mass*

It was not possible to determine the mass

dependence of the transition tea^jerature from this investiga
tion.
'[Rie number of conduction electrons per atom was probably
varied for only one alloy studied, the lanthanum-ytterbium
alloy. The volume per atom for this alloy was very nearly
the same as that for the hexagonal lanthanum which has the
same structure. Hence it may be that this change is caused
by the slight change in electron density} however since tiie
lattice parameters were not determined precisely, it is not
possible to rule out a difference in volume as being the
cause of this shift.
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Superconduetivity was observed in two crystal struc
tures of pxire lanthanum. The hexagonal close-packed form,
which had the layer stacking sequence ABAC».» instead of
the usual ABAB..., had a transition ten^erature of 5»0*E»
Pace-centered cubic lanthanum had a transition teraperattire
of 5.9®K.
Critical Magnetic fields were determined for the facecentered cubic lanthanum, which was obtained in rather pure
form, fhe initial slope of the critical magnetic field vs.
tes5)erature curve was found to be 55o oer/deg. This would
correspond to a difference in specific heat of 0.103 eal/
mole deg. for a reversible transition.
Alloys of lanthanum and yttrium were examined system
atically. The same two crystal structures found in pure
lanthanum were observed here.

If we assume that the only

variables affecting the transition ten^eratures for a
particular structure are the volume and the mass we may
obtain an expression for the transition ten^jerature as a
function of these for the hexagonal structure. The mass
dependence could not be determined; however the transition
tenperature seemed to depend on the voliame to a power a,
where a » 25 - 2.
Alloys of lanthan\jm and lutetium were also examined.
Again it was not possible to obtain the mass dependence.
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however, the transition ten5>eratiire seemed to depend on
the voltffiie to a power a, where a = 9 - 2»
The 95 peJP cent lanthanum and 5 per cent ytterbium
alloy was the only one studied of these metals. Its tran
sition ten^erature was 1|..0®K.
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